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Shemitah and its Loopholes
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The approaching year, 5775, presents the opportunity and challenge of
Shemitah. Since the resurgence of the Jewish population in the land of Israel at
the turn of 20th century, farmers and scholars have struggled with preserving the
essence of the Sabbatical year while at the same time meeting the needs of contemporary farming, a growing economy and population.
Famously, in pre-state Israel, Chief Rabbi Avraham Y. Kook proposed the
Heter Mechira. Just as one sells Chametz to a non-Jew for Passover, so too the
farm land of Israel would be sold to non-Jews in order to allow farming to continue. Many, including R. Avraham Y, Karelitz (The Chazon Ish) and R. Naphtali Z.
Berlin (The Netziv) objected to this leniency, arguing that the Torah prohibited the
sale of land in Israel to non-Jews (based on Deuteronomy 7:1-2). Defenders of R.
Kook noted that the land was being sold to non-Jews who already owned land in
Israel; moreover, this sale, rather than undermining Jewish ownership in the land
of Israel was strengthening it in allowing continued agricultural development.
Fascinatingly, while there were strong opinions on both sides of the subject,
this Machloket (argument) represents a watershed moment in Jewish history. For
the first time in almost 2,000 years Halachists debated the laws pertaining to the
production of fruit in the land of Israel.
In the process of these discussions another loophole emerged – Otzar Beit
Din. The Tosefta in Masechet Shvi’it (8:1), relating to the laws of the Seventh
year, describes how messengers of the Beit Din would collect produce and distribute it to the population according to needs. Any excess produce would then be
placed in storehouses. Further, the messengers would be permitted, it seems, to
work the land according to the needs of the population, performing agricultural
actions, which on the surface violated the prohibitions of the Sabbatical
year. Nachmanides claims that the Rabbinical court was, in fact, permitted to
farm and harvest for the sake of society.
The Otzar Beit Din ruling, which has recently gained popularity in the land
of Israel, allows for the government to assume control of agricultural distribution.
Many Israeli farms have officially transferred their ownership over to the Beit Din
thus allowing them to work the land on behalf of society and sell their produce as
needed. The detriment of this loophole is that it is difficult to defend the export of
these fruits and vegetables outside the land of Israel, as then they would no longer
be there for the betterment of Israeli society.
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Mail addressed to the Rabbi, president, treasurer, or MALI is
received and read within a reasonable amount of time. All other mail
should be mailed directly to the recipient to insure it is read in a timely
fashion. For example, all Sisterhood mail must be mailed to the home
address of the person in charge of the activity that you desire
(Calendar, Mishloach Manot, Wine, Siddurim & Chumashim, etc.).
Information about where to direct your mail is usually included in the
flyers.
Thank you for your cooperation.

The Shaliach
Meryl Altabet Fried: Editor
yipshaliach@gmail.com
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President's Pen
Dear Fellow Members of the Young Israel of Plainview,
To state the obvious, this has certainly been quite a remarkable summer around the world
and certainly in Israel. Our community’s connection and commitment to Eretz Yisrael shone
through dramatically these few months, not the least example being our ability to raise
$40,000 in a little more than one week to support the JNF mobile bomb shelter project. This
is a prime example of how a motivated and generous family can inspire an entire community.
Yiyasher Koach to them and to all of us, in particular, for responding more quickly than any
other Long Island community. In addition, many went forward with their travel plans to visit
Israel, sent their children to summer and volunteer programs, and some celebrated weddings
and other smachot in Israel in the midst of this crisis.
The unity that has developed throughout the Jewish world and here in Plainview is certainly something that we should nurture. As we enter the Yamim Noraim and Succot chag, I am
hopeful that this cohesiveness will translate into inspired tefillot and beautiful chagim, that
will motivate us to greater acts of chesed and further the development of our community.
Debbie and I wish everyone a Shana Tovah U’metukah, a year filled with health, happiness
and above all peace throughout the world.
Eddie

Seforim Dedication
YIP Sisterhood is pleased to continue to offer you the opportunity to purchase and donate Siddurim,
Chumashim, Tehillim and Megillos. Books can be purchased to memorialize or honor a friend or family
member. At the same time, your donation allows the shul to continue to add brand new books to the
shelves. The books are inscribed with a personalized message, and the family or friend is notified of your
donation. Please note our newest book, for Tisha B’av.
RCA Artscroll Siddur
$36
Artscroll Stone Chumash
$54
Artscroll Tehillim (Hardcover)
$25
Artscroll Book of Megillos (Hardcover)
$25
Judaica PressTisha B’Av Compendium - Tefillot & Kinot (Hardcover) $40
Questions or requests, please contact
Liz Vilkas at 931-6848 or email at
Vilkasmd@aol.com.
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Sisterhood Spotlight
Dearest Sisterhood,
As we approach the New Year, we must acknowledge how serious things are
for Israel and for Jews facing anti-Semitism in so many places.
We are a lovely unified community--and that is our strength. We must do do
our part to aid our people by dedicating ourselves this year to do even more mitzvoth and acts of kindness and to meld our tefillot into one very strong prayer for
Hashem's help!
May the coming year bring us the blessing of lasting peace.
Shana Tova,
Deborah Plutzer and Sandra Katz
Co-Presidents, Young Israel of Plainview Sisterhood
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MALI News
At Rosh Hashana, as one year ends and another begins, we take the opportunity to look back,
examine and make changes, as well as look forward with hope. For the Mikveh Association, these
last few months have given us the opportunity to look back with hakarat hatov and acknowledge
the support of our past leadership and to encourage the involvement of new individuals. We welcome Chana Leah Brehm, Stephanie Nathan and Rachel Wilkerson as new members of our board,
and we express our heartfelt appreciation to Alissa Ossip who will be our new treasurer. We look
forward to working together with them on new programming ideas to benefit our Mikveh.
This summer, we have seen a world filled with strife: acts of violence and rockets raining down
on our fellow Jews. But we have also witnessed tremendous acts of chessed and a deep sense of
unity as we stand together. On behalf of all the members of our Mikveh Board, we extend to you
our very best wishes, and we look forward with hope to a happy, healthy and, especially, a peaceful New Year.
Shana Tova and K’tiva V’chatima Tova,
Ruth Lorbert and Janet Akhavan
Co-Presidents
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DR. MITCHELL GREENBAUM
BOARD CERTIFIED FOOT SPECIALIST
AMERICAN BOARD OF PODIATRIC SURGERY

Chief of Podiatry
St. Francis Hospital
Serving the Roslyn/Plainview Communities and
Surrounding Areas for Over 20 Years!
Call Today for Medical and Surgical Treatment of
• Diabetic Foot Disorders • Heel & Arch Pain
• Reconstructive Surgery • Sports Medicine
• Orthotics • Bunions • Warts
• Ingrown Nails • Fungal Nails

14 Glen Cove Road

525 Woodbury Road

Roslyn

Plainview

516-484-1444

516-433-3353
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YOUTH
Dear YIP Youth parents,
We are thrilled to welcome you and your children for another incredible year at the Young
Israel of Plainview. With your help and cooperation, we are confident that 2014-2015 can
be the best year ever of YIP Youth!
(1) We have been working hard over the summer to plan some great programs this coming
year
(2)YIP Youth is creating a pilot program of an “oneg wheel” and/or “meal wheel,” in order to
better cater to your child’s grade. Please reach out to us if you would be interested in
hosting a periodic event at your home for your child’s circle of friends. This program’s success is dependent on all parents’ participation!
(3) Preparations for Sukkah Hop 2014 are well under-way! If you'd like to sign yourself up
to be a hop-stop for this year's hop, please email us at youthdirector@yiplainview.com. We
are also in need of parents to chaperone the boys/girls along the way…please reach out to
us if you can help!
(4) Groups will continue to begin at 10 A.M. As an incentive for children to come on time,
we will be handing out raffle tickets to those children who arrive before 10:10 A.M. An extra ticket will be handed at the end to high-performing children. An example of a highperforming child includes someone who actively participates throughout groups, is nondisruptive, and only leaves groups with the explicit permission of a parent or youth leader.
We thank you in advance for informing your child of these guidelines.
(5)The most important thing you can do for YIP Youth is to encourage your children to attend groups. While parents are highly encouraged to participate in groups, we kindly request that you leave after dropping off your child, as too many adults in groups are disruptive for the youth leaders. If you need to remain, please refrain from talking and make
steps towards gradually leaving the room until your child is comfortable enough to remain
in the room without you.
We look forward to a great year filled with spirited, educational, and nurturing programs/
events for your children. Please be in touch with us if you would be interested in hosting an
oneg, sponsoring one of our fun programs, or sharing any constructive criticism… we would
happy to hear from you! With best wishes for peace and happiness for all children in
Plainview and Israel.
Josh, Sara, and Zevi Maltzman
YIP Youth Directors

David Bienenfeld
Youth Committee Co-Chair
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MY TRIP TO ISRAEL
by Danielle Kurlander

The summer after tenth grade is one that is anticipated by many yeshiva high school
students. This is the summer where there are many opportunities to visit Israel on various programs. I went to Israel with Aryeh Elite, which is an orthodox teen program offering adventurous, inspirational and chesed opportunities. The summer was especially memorable for me
as the war with Hamas erupted within a day of arriving in Israel.
Living in America we are exposed by the media to events that are happening around the
world, including Israel, yet we live a very sheltered and protected life. Being in Israel during a
war puts everything in perspective and gave me a new and profound appreciation of the hardships and daily challenges that Israelis go through on a regular basis. Although we were instructed to go to a bomb shelter upon hearing the sirens, a few times I was unable to make it. It
was terrifying running to a shelter and not making it in time. I had to crouch down beside a
stone wall only to look up and see a rocket flying overhead and being intercepted by the Iron
Dome with a huge explosion. Panic set in throughout my body as I realized that a rocket was
being aimed at me.
Some of the programs changed the majority of their itinerary to avoid sirens and rockets. Our itinerary was changed to a lesser degree, thereby encountering sirens and rockets in
Jerusalem and Eilat, including while we were training with the IDF in the woods outside of
Jerusalem. Seeing everything in front of our eyes, made it very real for us.
Our connection to Israel was strengthened realizing that this is a normal occurrence that
Israelis have lived with for years. Their normal lifestyle includes the threat of missiles raining
down on them at any given moment. I cannot imagine what it is like growing up like this, constantly having to be on alert and having to know where the closest bomb shelter is. It is amazing that they can go on with their daily routines. We must all continue praying for peace, for
this war to end, and for everyone to be safe in the land of Israel.

Many sincere thanks to our wonderful Young Israel family who enveloped me with love
and support during the sad time of my father’s funeral and shiva. My whole family appreciated the visits, hugs, meals and love that came our way and the sincere thoughts and wishes
shared with them. Your gifts in my father’s honor and in his memory are greatly appreciated
and cherished by us all. We are grateful to be a part of a most special, caring shul community
and Gary and I thank you all for everything. Best wishes to everyone for a healthy, happy Shana Tovah.
Shelley Katz
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ENTERTAINMENT 2015 BOOKS HAVE ARRIVED!
Enjoy 50% savings on hotels, car rentals, movies, restaurants, local attractions, retail stores, and so much more.
Long Island is only $25.00.
All editions available.
For more information contact
Arlene Meisner at

516-932-9615
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K IDDUSH / S HUL C ALENDAR
SEPTEMBER 2014
9/6/2014 LAST (SAMUEL’S BAR MITZVAH)
9/13/2014 FLAUMENHAFT (JASON'S BAR MITZVAH)
OCTOBER 2014
10/18/2014 KAUFMAN (SAM’S BAR MITZVAH)

SEPTEMBER 2015
9/5/2015 SCHWARTZ, RHONDA (LIANA'S BAT MITZVAH)
OCTOBER 2015
10/10/2015 MARZOUK (BEN’S AND NOAH’S BAR MITZVAH)

SEPTEMBER 2016
MARCH 2015
9/24/2016 NEUMANN (JACOB’ S BAR MITZVAH)
3/15/2015 COHEN, CHERYL (REBECCA’S BAT MITZVAH)
3/21/2015 WEISSMAN (TIFERET’S BAT MITZVAH)
NOVEMBER 2016
3/22/2015 FLAMENBAUM (FAGIE’S BAT MITZVAH)
11/12/2016 NEUMANN (SARAH’S BAT MITZVAH)

The Board of Trustees and a vote of
the Membership, in keeping with current
law governing minors and drinking,
adopted the following Shul policy:
It is the policy of the Shul that there be
no consumption of alcohol by anyone under 21 years of age on synagogue premises or at synagogue events.
Your support in maintaining this policy is appreciated.

To reserve, remove or correct a date on the Shul calendar, please contact Office Manager, Rita Rubin by e-mail
at
“officemanager@yiplainview.com,” or at 516-433-4811
extension 100.
No food may be brought into the Shul by anyone for any
purpose or event without the knowledge and approval of
Abe Alper.
All kiddushes must be paid in full, one week in advance
except for a bris or a baby naming.
If you are making a meat kiddush, you must be available
to receive deliveries of food and equipment. Speak to
Abe Alper for details.

New Family Welcome Bag
Please patronize the following sponsors of the New Family Welcome Bag.
Hunkis - 15% off coupon
Kosher Food Emporium - Shabbos Special
Pearls - challah and challah Roll
Unique Judaica– special welcome gift
If anyone has anything that they would like to add to the bag (a coupon, advertisement, give away, etc), please contact
Jen Hoch at thehochfamily@verizon.net or
Melissa Weinick at gsweinick@hotmail.com
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YOUNG ISRAEL
OF
PLAINVIEW

CEMETERY PLOTS AT WELLWOOD CEMETERY ARE STILL AVAILABLE TO PURCHASE THROUGH THE YOUNG ISRAEL OF PLAINVIEW.
EXTENDED FAMILY MEMBERS ARE ENTITLED TO PURCHASE PLOTS
AT THE YOUNG ISRAEL PRICE.
WE ARE NOW OFFERING THE OPPORTUNITY TO EXTEND OUR OFFER TO YOUR FRIENDS OUTSIDE THE YIP COMMUNITY AT A SLIGHTLY
HIGHER PRICE.
CALL SHERRI MALC FOR DETAILS AT 933-2768.
THANK YOU,
SHERRI MALC
ALVIN SMILOW
BARRY ZWEIGBAUM
THE CEMETERY COMMITTEE
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L IF E C YCLE A NNOUNCEMENTS
Mazel Tov to

Michael to Dassie Goldmen of Teaneck, NJ

Jen and Jeff Hoch on the Bat Mitzvah of StephMiriam and Marty Fisher on the marriage of
anie
Jessica to Ezra Sternstein, son of Rabbi and
Grandfather, Sheldon Schreiner, and parents,
Marcia Sternstein
Zeva and Michael DeClercque, on the birth of a
Grandparents, Judy and Alvin Smilow, parents,
boy
Miryam and Joshua, and brothers, Eytan Yehuda and Yedidya Ezra, on the birth of Levi Debbie Taub on being honored by AMIT at
their Annual Long Island Gala
Yitzchak
Grandparents, Debbie and Ave Gold, and par- Grandparents, Jonathan Sokolov and Miriam
ents, Jason and Chavi Kersch, on the birth of a Rafailovich, and parents, Zaki and Tova Safra,
on the birth of Bnaya Chaim in Israel
girl
Judy and Harold Kriegsman on the engagement Parents, Abby and David Bienenfeld, and sibof their daughter Jordana to Ari Schwartz, son lings, Keren, Meir, Aliza and Gavriel, on the
of Michelle and Michael Schwartz of Teaneck, birth of a boy
New Jersey
Rabbi Weissman on being elected to the ExecuLynda and Billy Last on the Bar Mitzvah of tive Board of the Rabbinical Council of America, and on his promotion to Mashgiach Ruchani
Sam
at YUHS for Girls (Central)
Dorothy and Arthur Ritholtz on the birth of a
Yoetzet Halacha Avital Weissman on being
great granddaughter
honored as Sisterhood Woman of the Year
Sally and Allen Neuhaus on the marriage of David to Tali Zilberman in Israel
Condolences
Meryl, Bob and Michael Fried on the marriage Shelley Katz on the loss of her father, Gershon
of David to Molly Katancik
Kirschbaum
Grandparents, Ruth and Roni Lorbert, and par- David Chusid on the loss of his mother, Vivian
ents, Ilana and Aaron Blackman, on the birth of DeMarco
triplets
Marci Karoll on the loss of her mother, Kayla
Sara and Josh Maltzman, and brother, Zevi, on Factor, Chaya Riva bas Feivel
the birth of a girl
Larry Bruckner on the loss of his father Arthur
Lisa and Jason Fogelson, and big brother Ari on Bruckner
the birth of a boy
Meryl Fried on the loss of her mother, Esther
Grandparents, Ruth and Roni Lorbert, and par- Gabay Altabet
ents, Yoseph and Chavie Lorbert, on the birth of
May the Omnipresent console you among the
a girl
mourners of Zion and Jerusalem
Merryl and Steve Hurtes on the engagement of
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Advertising

CHALLENGE YOUR PROPERTY TAX
ASSESSMENT
AND SAVE THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS.
Call Real Property Assessment Consultants, Inc.
Michael Schussheim 516-692-3985
(cousin of Marty & Miriam Fisher)
Member, Young Israel of Woodmere
No risk, outstanding success rate
Over 30 YIP families to date

MANY THANKS TO THE FOLLOWING
FOR THEIR DONATION
OF SERVICES AND/OR TIME:

STUART HOROWITZ PROOFREADING
JOE MEISNER PRINTING
RITA RUBIN MAILING

YIP YAHRZEIT BOARD
To place an order for a yahrzeit
plaque or for additional information, please contact
David Guterman.
gutermanad@optonline.net
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132 Southern Parkway
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